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Executive Director’s Message
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

IS GLOBAL WARMING HERE TO STAY?
WHAT DOES THE GOVERNOR SAY?
I hope everyone had a really great holiday season
and New Year celebration. I know it’s hard, but with
the start of every new year we have to come to
grips with the realization that it’s time to start all
over again.
I guess that’s what keeps life
interesting!
Speaking of starting over, I see that scientists are
revising their earlier estimates associated with the
degree of global warming, suggesting now that the earth is warming much
faster than expected. A recent paper published in the journal Nature
Geoscience indicates that the temperature rise within the ice sheets in
West Antarctica has measured double what was expected since 1958,
which when projected could lead to a global sea rise of more than 10 feet
into the next century.
It is no secret that global emissions
of carbon dioxide reached a record
high in 2011, an increase of 3
percent from 2010, and it is
expected that 2012 emissions will
make a similar jump in the
neighborhood of 2.6 percent.
While figures confirm that
emissions are slowly decreasing in some of the most advanced countries,
you would like to believe that it is due solely to environmental awareness
and political pressure, but more likely it is attributable to the recent
worldwide economic slowdown and the transfer of some manufacturing to
developing countries. Also, due to the recent technological advances in
hydraulic fracturing, we are seeing more natural gas replacing coal at many
U.S. power plants leading to lower emissions.
Unfortunately, while emissions in many developed countries are on the
decline, we are still losing ground to emissions from other countries, such
as China and India, where coal related emissions have jumped more than
five percent since 2011.
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Sobering as these facts are, there is still hope that eventually a world-wide effort to reduce emissions will ultimately
be embraced by all nations. But in the meantime we will continue to do what we can both nationally and statewide.
As an example of what can be done locally, SCAP and selected SCAP agencies were invited to participate in a one-day
“Governor’s Workshop on the Water Energy Nexus” held at the Inland Empire Utilities Agency office last month. Cliff
Rechtschaffen, Senior Advisor to Governor Brown, had requested an opportunity to meet with water and wastewater
leaders in Southern California for an informal and candid discussion about the opportunities for agencies to
implement programs and projects that will help address the San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station (SONGS)
problem as well as to explore options to increase the State’s renewable energy, distributed generation, water and
energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reductions. IEUA’s Martha Davis was instrumental along with SCAP Energy
Committee chairs, Andre Schmidt and Chris Berch in pulling off the meeting in a very short timeframe.
A year ago, California Governor Jerry Brown delivered opening remarks at the “Governor's Conference on Extreme
Climate Risks and California's Future” at the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco, where he blasted what
he called the "skepticism, the denial and the cult-like behavior of political lemmings that would take us over the cliff"
[Editor’s Note: not the “fiscal cliff” in this instance] on the key issue of climate change. So it is no surprise that
Governor Brown has made Climate Change his #1 priority for the remainder of his Administration, and while the
message is clear, implementation of his initiatives is much more difficult. The state’s initiatives primarily focus on
climate change prevention and adaptation. Both the State Water Board and the Air Resources Board have dedicated
programs that address climate change issues and will continue to implement many of the governor’s initiatives in the
coming years.
Because control of energy production and usage is a key ingredient to emission reductions, water and wastewater
agencies are considered important partners (although some skeptics might say targets) by the state in the fight to
reduce greenhouse gases by reducing or eliminating stationary sources of emissions. With that in mind, SCAP intends
to remain involved in all future discussions with the state, and in particular the Governor’s office, in order to keep our
members informed and engaged.
Optimistically Yours,
John Pastore, Executive Director

Comments?
If you would like to leave a comment about content or layout of this newsletter, please feel free to contact us at
SCAP.

Photo courtesy of Ralph Palomares
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A look back at the 2012 SCAP General Meeting and Holiday Luncheon

Ralph and the rest of the El Toro WD Contingent

Retiring OCSD GM-Jim Ruth

Ray Miller’s VIP Table

Retiring Elsinore Valley MWD GM-Ron Young

Dana Hill High School Singers

SCAP President Enrique Zaldivar

Retiring South Coast WD GM-Mike Dunbar

Table full of SCAP Directors

The Dana Hills High School Blue Lantern Ensemble
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AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

Greg Adams, Vice Chair
gadams@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD

Ventura County APCD

South Coast AQMD

Air Resources Board sets stage for carbon offset projects
The Air Resources Board has announced that the American Carbon Registry and the Climate Action Reserve have
been formally approved as offset project registries to help evaluate compliance-grade carbon offsets under
California’s cap-and-trade program. The Air Resources Board has also accredited specially trained third-party offset
verifiers.
Carbon offsets reduce greenhouse gas emissions in sectors such as agriculture and forestry that are not included
directly under the cap-and-trade regulation. For example, forests can be managed to ensure that they increase the
total amount of carbon stored in the trees, thus removing additional carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
Each offset credit equals one metric ton of carbon dioxide and, if issued by the Air Resources Board, can be used by
companies and facilities to comply with the cap-and-trade regulation for up to eight percent (8%) of each covered
entity’s compliance obligation. In this sense, they are the equivalent of a California carbon allowance and, like those
compliance instruments, can also be freely sold or traded.
To meet the rigorous requirements of the cap-and-trade regulation every carbon offset credit must be ‘additional',
that is, over and above any reductions already required by law or regulation. They must also be real, verifiable,
quantifiable, enforceable and permanent. The Air Resources Board currently has approved protocols (methods of
accounting to measure the number of tons of reductions achieved) for four types of offset projects:
• Forestry
• Urban forestry
• Dairy manure digesters
• Destruction of Ozone Depleting Substances
Registries:
Approved offset project registries are authorized to provide their services under the Air Resources Board compliance
protocols. Those services include listing and reviewing projects and issuing registry offset credits which may later be
submitted to the Air Resources Board for final evaluation and issuance of Air Resources Board compliance offset
credits.
The American Carbon Registry is based in Sacramento; the Climate Action Reserve is based in Los Angeles.
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Verification:
The Air Resources Board has trained and certified more than 60 independent, third-party verifiers to serve as
partners in evaluating the quality of any offset projects submitted for approval. Eleven verification bodies have also
been certified. Verification is conducted by teams of accredited verifiers from accredited verification bodies.
Verifiers must work through the accredited verification bodies.
Accredited third-party verifiers have extensive backgrounds in related areas before they qualify for Air Resources
Board training, including appropriate field and auditing experience as well as the scientific and engineering
knowledge required for verification. Third-party verifiers must then go through Air Resources Board training and
pass a specialized test.
After the quantity of carbon offsets generated by a registered project is verified, the Air Resources Board reviews the
findings prior to issuing compliance offset credits. If the Air Resources Board approves those offsets, they may be
used to comply with California’s cap-and-trade regulation.
A list of accredited verification bodies and third-party verifiers will follow.
Protocols for approved cap-and-trade offsets can be found here:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/offsets.htm
More information on California’s cap-and-trade program can be found here:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/capandtrade.htm

AQMD Portable Equipment Registration Program (PERP) Informational Reminder
In order to obtain a PERP registration, the owner or operator of a portable engine or equipment unit must:
 submit completed application forms and the appropriate fees to CARB.
 not operate the portable engine or equipment unit within AQMD jurisdiction until the registration has been
issued by CARB (or a permit has been issued by AQMD).
 comply with all registration conditions, requirements of the PERP regulation (available on the CARB website),
and applicable AQMD rules once the registration has been issued.
Change of Ownership
Within 30 days of a change of ownership of a registered engine or equipment unit, the new owner shall submit a
change of ownership application. During the 30-day period, the new owner is authorized to operate the registered
engine or equipment unit. If an application is not received within 30 days, the engine or equipment unit may not
operate, and the existing registration is not valid for the new owner until the application has been filed and all
applicable fees have been paid. Registration will be reissued to the new owner after a complete application has been
approved by the Executive Officer.
Identical Replacement
When a new portable engine or equipment unit is acquired to replace an identical existing registered unit, a new
application is not needed. Further, the new unit may be operated under the registration of the replaced unit. Except
for TSE, the owner or operator is required to notify CARB in writing within 5 calendar days of replacing the
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registered engine or equipment unit with an identical replacement. Misrepresentation of engine or equipment unit
information or the failure to meet the requirements of this regulation shall be deemed a violation.
For more information about obtaining a PERP registration, contact CARB at 916-324-5869 or visit their website.
EPA head Lisa P. Jackson to resign post by Juliet Eilperin, Washington Post
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa P. Jackson, who
pushed through the most sweeping curbs on air pollution in two decades,
announced Thursday morning that she will resign her post.
Jackson, who will step down shortly after President Obama’s State of the
Union address next month, said she was “ready in my own life for new
challenges, time with my family and new opportunities to make a
difference.” Many had expected that she would not remain for the
administration’s second term; Jackson herself joked about it recently.
Outspoken on issues including climate change and the need to protect poor communities from experiencing a
disproportionate amount of environmental harm, Jackson pressed for limits on emissions from coal-fired power
plants and on dumping mining waste into streams and rivers near mines.
The slew of rules the EPA enacted over the past four years included the first greenhouse-gas standards for vehicles,
cuts in mercury and other toxic pollution from power plants and a tighter limit on soot, the nation’s most widespread
deadly pollutant. Many congressional Republicans and business groups claimed Jackson was waging a “war on coal.”
But she was a hero to the environmental community. The president issued a statement praising Jackson.
“Under her leadership, the EPA has taken sensible and important steps to protect the air we breathe and the water
we drink, including implementing the first national standard for harmful mercury pollution, taking important action
to combat climate change under the Clean Air Act, and playing a key role in establishing historic fuel economy
standards that will save the average American family thousands of dollars at the pump while also slashing carbon
pollution,” Obama said.
Obama has not picked her successor, although two of the leading candidates work at the EPA: Deputy Administrator
Bob Perciasepe and Gina McCarthy, who heads the agency’s air and radiation office. Jackson has told several people
she considers Perciasepe well prepared to take the agency’s helm.
Both Perciasepe and McCarthy could face challenges in getting confirmed by the Senate since they helped craft many
of the EPA’s policies during Obama’s first term. But they are also seen as career officials rather than political
activists. Stephen Brown, vice president for federal government affairs at the oil refiner Tesoro Corp., said
Perciasepe represents “a sound choice” because he “knows the job, the agency and the hurdles associated with
both.” Other possible successors include Mary D. Nichols, head of the California Air Resources Board, and Kathleen
McGinty, who headed the White House Council on Environmental Quality under President Bill Clinton. Sen. David
Vitter (La.), the top Republican on the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, said Thursday he would
seek a more business-friendly nominee to run the agency. “Moving forward I’ll be working with my colleagues in the
Senate to make sure the new nominee is thoroughly vetted, puts sound scientific standards above political ideology
and understands that EPA’s avalanche of regulations can crush the growth of American businesses,” he said in a
statement.
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It remains unclear how ambitious an agenda the EPA will pursue in Obama’s second term. The agency will soon
finalize the first carbon standard for new power utilities, but the White House has yet to decide whether to impose
limits on existing facilities, according to several individuals who have been briefed on the matter but asked not to be
identified because no final decision has been made.
The EPA has delayed a decision on whether to classify coal ash as a hazardous waste and is fighting in federal court to
reinstate rules governing cross-state air pollution from coal plants in the eastern half of the country. It is also in the
midst of a long-term study of how hydraulic fracturing affects the environment, which could trigger new federal rules
governing natural-gas extraction.

BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Diane Gilbert Jones, Vice Chair
diane.gilbert@lacity.org

City of San Diego Metro Biosolids Center
Located on 39 acres adjacent to the Miramar Landfill, the Metro Biosolids Center is the City of San Diego's state-ofthe-art regional biosolids treatment facility. Biosolids are the nutrient-rich, processed organic material produced by
the wastewater treatment process. The facility, which began operation in 1998, is an essential component of the
region's wastewater treatment system. Up until 1998 digested solids (sludge) from the Point Loma Wastewater
Treatment Plant's digesters were dried in open fields or through belt and filter presses on Fiesta Island in Mission Bay
and then trucked to landfills.
The location of the Metro Biosolids Center required construction of two pipelines to feed the facility; the 17-mile
Miramar Pipeline from the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant and a five-mile pipeline from the North City
Water Reclamation Plant.
The process systems of the Metro Biosolids Center are fully automated and can be operated from any work station in
the facility. The facility can also be operated remotely from the Public Utilities Department's Operations Center in
Kearny Mesa, four miles from the Metro Biosolids Center. The on-site Process Control Lab collects and monitors
chemical and biological data from each stage of the treatment process.
Metro Biosolids Center provides two treatment operations: thickening and
digestion of the raw solids (raw sludge) generated at the North City Water
Reclamation Plant; and the dewatering of the wet biosolids from both the Point
Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant and North City Water Reclamation Plant.
Biosolids are a nutrient-rich, organic material produced from material collected in
the wastewater treatment process. The facility produces dewatered biosolids
that are approximately 30 percent solids and 70 percent water, the consistency of
wet plaster.
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The North City Water Reclamation Plant does not have digesters on site. Raw solids from the primary and secondary
treatment processes at the plant are pumped to receiving tanks at Metro Biosolids Center. Then they pass through
degritters to remove any abrasive material that could damage the processing equipment. The grit is removed, dried
and disposed of off-site.
The raw solids are thickened in five centrifuges before being pumped into one of three anaerobic digesters. There,
the volume of organic matter is reduced in a process similar to human digestion. After digestion the organic solids
are referred to as biosolids. From the anaerobic digesters, the biosolids are sent to a Digested Biosolids Storage Tank
where they are mixed with biosolids from the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment
Plant.
The mixed biosolids are piped to eight dewatering centrifuges that use centrifugal
force to remove water from the biosolids. The liquid separated out of the
biosolids ("centrate") is returned to the sewer system for treatment at Point
Loma. The dewatered biosolids are pumped into storage silos before being
trucked off-site. Biosolids may be used to promote growth of agricultural crops,
to fertilize gardens and parks and to reclaim and replenish worn and nutrient-depleted land. Currently, biosolids are
used as soil amendments, landfill, and landfill cover.
Odor Control is an important part of the overall wastewater treatment process. Odor is caused primarily by hydrogen
sulfide gas. Throughout the plant, Odor control "scrubbers" draw the foul air (and odors) off the flow of wastewater.
The foul air is drawn into the "scrubbers" where it passes through a bleach solution spray which neutralizes odorcausing sulfide compounds. The "scrubbed" air then passes through carbon filters which remove any additional foul
air before being released into the atmosphere.
The Wastewater Branch of the Public Utilities Department was one of the first
City departments to complete a comprehensive energy conservation plan. One of
the key elements in the plan is Cogeneration, the utilization of methane gas to
power the largest Wastewater Branch facilities. The Public Utilities Department
has a long-term agreement with a private firm that uses methane generated by
Metro Biosolids Center digesters and the Miramar Landfill to power both the
Metro Biosolids Center and the North City Water Reclamation Plant.
The Metro Biosolids Center has received a number of awards including the 1998 Fiscal Watchdog Award from the
San Diego County Taxpayers Association for its cogeneration and landfill gas facility and the San Diego Grand Orchid People's Choice of Design Award for architecture, environmental solutions, fine arts, graphic design, signage, interior
and lighting design.
MBC Process (PDF)
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COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

Update on Revisions to the SWRCB WDR-Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) by Bob Kreg, SCAP
Russell Norman of the State Water Resources Control Board reported that he has received the comment letters
for the MRP and intends on releasing a new draft next week (week of January 7 th) for email comments before
finalizing the document. The draft will then go to the Board for adoption. The effective date of the revised MRP
will not be until March at the earliest or possibly as late as June as the SWRCB will still have to coordinate the
changes with CIWQS.
Wastewater Collection System Toolbox provided by the USEPA
Maintaining wastewater collection infrastructure – pump stations, force mains, and sewers – is an integral
component of the proper management of a treatment system and a critical step in preventing illegal wastewater
releases. Implementation of effective preventive maintenance programs has been shown to significantly reduce
the frequency and volume of untreated sewage discharges, help communities plan for the future and save money
on emergency response.
Communities across the United States are working to find cost-effective, long-term approaches to managing their
aging wastewater infrastructure and preventing the problems that lead to sanitary sewer overflows. This Toolbox
is an effort by EPA New England to provide examples of programs and educational efforts from New England and
beyond showing the approaches being used to:

Communicate with and educate citizens and local officials

Address financial and regulatory needs

Develop and conduct preventive maintenance programs

Better manage infrastructure assets

Use information systems, including GIS

Improve system capacity and address system overflows
Our goal, as we develop the Toolbox over time, is not to provide an exhaustive listing or endorse any particular
approach, but to direct managers, local officials, and other decision-makers to a range of fact sheets, case studies,
ordinances, and other information that shows how things are getting done. And while we recognize that a certain
approach may not be directly applicable to your situation, we hope it might provide a new idea, a useful template,
or perhaps a potential contact as you work to prevent overflows and improve your collection system.
How a Sewer System Works
Different strategies are used to convey basic information about how sewer systems work, their operation and
maintenance needs, and why things go wrong.
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Knowing Your System
Current and accurate information is essential for managing a system and building community support for the
wastewater infrastructure
Operations and Maintenance
Systematic operation and maintenance programs help protect the capital investment and keep a system in good
working order to provide consistent customer service and prevent overflows and backups
Capacity
Capacity needs change over time – as a system ages, as additional connections are made, and as water usage
changes. Different programs and approaches are used to assess and address capacity issues (e.g., Infiltration/Inflow)
Energy
Improved energy management presents opportunities to save money and energy and have a positive impact on air
quality and energy system reliability
Asset Management
Asset management guides the acquisition, use, and disposal of infrastructure assets. Components are regularly
maintained over long planning cycles, and replaced when deterioration outweighs the benefit of further
maintenance
Finance
The challenges of financing environmental services and facilities make it increasingly important to understand the
opportunities and limitations
Outreach on Sanitary Sewer Overflows
Efforts to reduce the occurrence of SSOs include public education about the causes and prevention of SSOs
Outreach on Sustaining the Infrastructure
A sustainable water infrastructure will require educating the general public, local leaders, and the media about the
value of the water and wastewater systems and the need to make a financial investment in their long term stability
Management Approaches to Improve Sewer Systems
Checklists, templates, management systems and strategic planning tools are a few of the many resources to help
identify priority needs and structure programs for maximum results
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Andre Schmidt, Chair
aschmidt@lacsd.org

Chris Berch, Vice Chair
cberch@ieua.org

SCAP Agencies Meet with Governor’s Office to Discuss Energy Ideas in Response to Concerns over SONGS by John
Pastore, SCAP
On December 13th, selected SCAP agencies were invited to the first in a series of roundtable discussions with the
Governor’s Office to meet and confer on the energy nexus between water and wastewater agencies in response to
the state’s concerns over the future of the San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station (SONGS).
Inland Empire Utilities Agency’s Martha Davis, representing ACWA, was instrumental in scheduling and coordinating
the meeting with assistance from the Governor’s Office and the SCAP Energy Committee. Senior Advisor to Governor
Brown, Cliff Rechtschaffen, presided over the meeting and presented an overview of the Governor’s agenda on the
water-to-energy nexus. Cliff explained, how the recently published GEI white paper examining the role that water
and wastewater agencies could play in helping California achieve its renewable energy, distributed generation, water
and energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction goals, brought the importance of such agencies to the
Governor’s attention.
Objectives of the meeting included:
1. Identification of actions that could help reduce peak summer energy demand and the potential for grid
impacts if SONGS remains offline for the next few years;
2. Identification of opportunities to accelerate implementation of water-energy initiatives, including energy
efficiency, water management, and renewable generation programs and projects, that will help achieve the
State’s goals; and,
3. Identification of next steps, including potential interest in organizing a larger workshop with southern
California water and wastewater agencies and Investor Owned Utilities to identify State funding and other
programs that will support implementation of water-energy initiatives.
Ten SCAP agencies were invited by the Governor’s Office to deliver short presentations that touched on the following
questions provided by the Governor’s Office:
 What are your agency’s goals for demand response, energy efficiency, water efficiency and management,
and renewable generation over the next 2-3 years? 5 years? 10 years? How does your agency set its energy
and water goals?
 What would it take for your agency to reduce peak grid energy usage to achieve a 5% reduction? 10%
reduction? 15% reduction? Over what time frame?
 What would it take for your agency to reduce annual grid usage by 5% 10% 15%? Over what time frame?
 What are the primary types of barriers and hurdles to being able to implement programs and projects to
achieve these reductions and what assistance (funding, permitting, policy, regulatory, and organizational
culture) is needed from the State to help make these actions possible? What are the strategic priorities?
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The meeting was extremely informative and resulted in a candid discussion about opportunities and constraints as
well as the need for more funding to implement energy programs. Further meetings are planned for 2013 and the
idea is to engage additional SCAP agencies from large to small and from throughout the Southern California counties.

Report on Energy Efficiency Programs
The Legislative Analyst's Office has just issued the following report:
California currently maintains over a dozen major programs that are intended to support the development of energy
efficiency and alternative energy in the state. Over the past 10 to 15 years, the state has spent a combined total of
roughly $15 billion on such efforts. In response to the Supplemental Report of the 2012-13 Budget Package, this
report provides an overview of these different programs, as well as a preliminary assessment of them in terms of
priority, overlap, and redundancy.
We find that the state currently lacks a comprehensive framework that fully coordinates the state's energy incentive
programs to help ensure that the state’s goals are being achieved in the most cost-effective manner. The absence of
such a comprehensive framework (1) results in some level of program duplication, (2) results in some departments
making policy choices that may not be aligned to legislative priorities, and (3) makes it difficult to compare
effectiveness across programs. As a result, we recommend that the Legislature develop a comprehensive strategy for
meeting the state’s energy efficiency and alternative energy objectives. In general, the comprehensive strategy
should specify: (1) the state’s energy efficiency and alternative energy goals, (2) how programs should fit together to
achieve the state’s goals, and (3) how program effectiveness will be measured.
This report (16 pages) is available using the following link: http://lao.ca.gov/laoapp/PubDetails.aspx?id=2677 .

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

POTW Resource Realignment by John Pastore, SCAP
Late last year the State Water Board challenged the regulated community to offer suggestions that the Water Board
could consider to implement changes within its policies and regulations that would result in cost savings to the
regulated community. The Water Board left it up to the wide range of stakeholders, including POTWs, to meet and
come up with an initial proposal by early 2013. Immediately, interested parties representing the POTW community
in California were contacted by CASA’s Bobbi Larson to participate in a workgroup to develop ideas. Currently, the
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workgroup is made up of the following individuals: Jackie Kepke-EBMUD, Bobbi Larson-CASA, Sharon Green-LACSD,
Terrie Mitchell-SRCSD, Betsy Elzufon-Larry Walker Associates, Rebecca Franklin-City of San Bernardino Water Dept.,
Jennifer Shepardson-City of San Bernardino Water Dept., John Pastore-SCAP, Beverly Hann-Carollo Engineers, Monica
Oakley-RMC Water, Linda Garcia-WMWD, Dennis Laniohan-DDSD, and Lorien Fono-BACWA. As you can see, the
group is rather small for such an important issue and I encourage any of that would like to get involved in these
discussions to contact Bobbi Larson (blarson@casaweb.org) or Jackie Kepke (jkepke@ebmud.com) immediately.
During a recent conference call, the group brainstormed ideas for wastewater agency cost savings and identified the
following potential proposals. It was agreed that a short description of each will be developed by the responsible
person(s) and submitted to Bobbi Larson and Jackie Kepke that identifies the following:
 Issue or requirement associated with POTW costs
 Concept for addressing issue/reducing POTW costs
 Rough estimate of potential savings (low, moderate, major)
The list of issues will be reported to the State Water Board in January and those deemed to meet the State Water
Board’s criteria will be further developed into detailed proposals.
Proposed Statewide Policy for Biological Objectives in Perennial Streams
The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) will hold a Public Workshop for Staff to present an
Overview of the Scientific Basis for a Proposed Statewide Policy for Biological Objectives in Perennial Streams. The
Public Workshop will be held on Wednesday, January 23, 2013 – 9:00 a.m. in the Coastal Hearing Room (2nd Floor) of
the State Water Resources Control Board in Sacramento.
State Water Board staff will present an overview of the technical tools that utilize benthic macro-invertebrates as
indicators of biological integrity of waters which affect their use. To ensure a productive and efficient public
workshop, the discussion will focus on the scientific basis for developing biological objectives, which will include
discussion on the definition of reference biological condition, the models used to compare site condition to reference
condition, the process for investigating possible causes of degraded biological condition, and the process used to
obtain external scientific review and input. The workshop discussion is not intended to focus on policy questions or
implementation.
Aquatic life health is an essential component of water quality. This is recognized by the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.), commonly known as the Clean Water Act, and the state Porter-Cologne Water
Quality Control Act (Water Code § 13000 et seq.), both of which describe water quality in terms of the biological,
chemical and physical characteristics of water. Historically, the State and Regional Water Boards have focused on
attainment of chemical water quality objectives, yet after 40 years of water quality regulation in California, streams
continue to have degraded biological communities. To improve protection of aquatic life beneficial uses, State Water
Board staff proposes to develop a statewide biological objectives policy for perennial wadeable streams. The
proposed objectives would describe how benthic macro-invertebrates (small, bottom dwelling organisms that are
typically insect larvae) will be used as indicators of biological integrity. Over the past two years, staff has been
working with teams of scientists, regulators, and stakeholders to develop and refine the technical tools needed to
support the proposed objectives. Biological objectives and implementation measures have not yet been developed.
That work is scheduled to be completed the beginning of calendar year 2013.
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CEC Monitoring for Aquatic Systems Update
The following update is provided via notes from LACSD’s Ann Heil: This issue was heard as an informational item at
the October 16th State Water Board meeting, and at that time SWRCB’s Jonathon Bishop was supposed to talk to
Board members about how to best move forward. As previously reported, the POTWs were in favor of implementing
the monitoring/studies on a voluntary basis.
Subsequent to the October meeting, Ann contacted Jonathon Bishop to get a status update; where he indicated that
Karen Larsen has now been assigned to head up this effort. Ann followed up with Karen, who informed her that the
State Water Board has identified some EPA grant money they can use, and that the money will be used to fund
SCCWRP to develop the recommended CEC monitoring plans. The funding will include money for a stakeholder
group, so that stakeholders can provide input on the monitoring plans. Karen believes that a kick off meeting with
stakeholders will be held early next year, but no sooner than late January.
In the meantime, the State Water Board has given several hundred thousand dollars to the LA Regional Board for CEC
monitoring. This money is supposed to be used for monitoring that will dovetail with the expert panel’s
recommendations. Mike Lyons of the LA Regional Board is working on writing a scope of work and/or contract to
expend these funds. Another effort underway is related to Bight ’13; Joe Gully is heading up efforts to see that
recommended CEC monitoring studies for deep ocean discharges gets incorporated into Bight ’13 to the extent
appropriate.
Ann has indicated that she would greatly appreciate hearing from anyone else that has had news regarding
implementation of the aquatic ecosystem CEC monitoring.
Key NACWA Victory – EPA Denies NRDC Nutrient Petition
NACWA is pleased to share with you this letter from Michael Shapiro, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Water,
denying the Natural Resources Defense Council’s (NRDC) request that EPA modify the definition of secondary
treatment to include nutrient removal.
While EPA has agreed to publish information on the degree of effluent reduction attainable through the application
of secondary treatment, EPA underscores that secondary treatment technology is not designed for nutrient removal.
In denying the NRDC petition, EPA states that it finds “a uniform set of nationally applicable, technology-based
nutrient limits is not warranted” and that such limits would "require POTWs [publicly owned treatment works] to
incur high costs even where such costs are not necessary to protect water quality". This is entirely consistent with
NACWA's advocacy and represents a significant victory for the clean water community.
NACWA, through its Targeted Action Fund, has maintained a constant advocacy presence on this issue since 2007 on
both the regulatory and legal fronts. More information on this will be made available to NACWA's members soon.
Please feel free to contact Brenna Mannion, Regulatory Affairs Manager, with any questions or concerns at
bmannion@nacwa.org.
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WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

Barbara Sharatz, Vice Chair
BSharatz@sandiego.gov

Pyrethroids Update by Dr. Kelly Moran, TDC Environmental, Inc.
At the recent SETAC Conference, scientists reported on several studies of pesticides at POTWs. Several groups are
examining the presence and fate of pyrethroids in POTWs, where pyrethroid removals are high, but there is no clarity
as to the environmental relevance of the presence of pyrethroids in effluent (and no current investigations of
pyrethroids in biosolids). A USGS survey of Oregon & Southern Washington POTW effluent found another
insecticide--fipronil--at potentially environmentally interesting concentration in the undiluted effluent of 8 of 9
POTWs. More information on this issue follows below.
USGS Survey of Emerging Contaminants in Columbia River Basin POTW Effluent - The USGS recently examined the
concentrations of various pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and other emerging contaminants in POTW effluent from 9
Oregon POTWs. The report is available online. Fipronil and its degradates were detected in the undiluted effluent of
8 of the 9 POTWs. Solids and filtered effluent were separately analyzed. In the undiluted filtered effluent, fipronil
concentrations often exceeded the lowest EPA pesticides aquatic life benchmark (this value is not a water quality
criterion, but is a value that is often used to trigger follow-up evaluation of a pesticide). Based on a quick look at
Oregon's registered fipronil use patterns, the most likely potential sources of fipronil to POTWs appear to be
subsurface transport into sewer laterals from underground termite treatments and/or pet "spot-on" flea treatments.
This USGS survey did not employ USGS's latest pyrethroids methods, so it was unable to detect pyrethroids in
effluents.
Pyrethroids in POTWs - Pyrethroids manufacturers, U.C. Davis, and U.C. Berkeley scientists have been examining
pyrethroids received by POTWs. Most of this work is in cooperation with the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation
District. Key preliminary findings were:
 Pyrethroid concentrations in POTW effluent often equal or exceed concentrations in urban runoff.
Concentrations of permethrin, lambda-cyhalothrin, and cypermethrin often are much higher than urban
runoff concentrations. This is unsurprising for permethrin, which has many potential POTW discharge
sources (e.g., washing treated fabrics, lice and flea shampoos), but is quite surprising for cypermethrin, which
is used almost exclusively for outdoor structural pest control, particularly underground termite control.
 Pyrethroid removals at POTWs may be high (in the 80-90% range). Solids removal and retention time seem
to be important. It is not yet clear which specific treatment process steps are most important for pyrethroid
removal.
 Pyrethroid partitioning in POTWs differs from that in the natural environment due to the high level of
organics in POTW solids.
 There is scientific debate about the level of biodegradation of pyrethroids during wastewater treatment.
Some studies (e.g., PWG, U.C. Davis) suggest significant biodegradation; others (past published papers) do
not. Additional QA (e.g., to account for equipment losses) and validation of the assumptions behind this
conclusion will likely be necessary to resolve this debate.
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Pyrethroids may appear in undiluted effluent at concentrations sufficient to cause toxicity to sensitive
organisms. The environmental importance of these concentrations is unclear. In particular, the extent of
bioavailability is under debate. Correlations between measured toxicity and measured pyrethroid chemical
concentrations are imperfect (however, discussions at SETAC clarified that there are many potential
explanations for these imperfect correlations including other toxicants and inability to measure all of the
chemicals that may contribute to the toxicity).

At the SETAC conference, scientists informally expressed concerns that so much of these data are based on a single
POTW, which has at least one uncommon treatment process (pure oxygen aeration basins). This reinforces the
importance of obtaining data from a variety of POTWs. The upcoming PWG/Tri-TAC POTW pyrethroids survey is a
first step toward a broader understanding of the presence of pyrethroids in a larger group of POTWs.
I anticipate that several journal articles will eventually be published on the work that is underway. The only current
publications are two Pyrethroids Working Group reports, which can only be obtained from DPR (contact DPR's public
records program ; if you work for a government agency, your agency must file the "Acknowledgement of Data
Handling Responsibilities" form to receive the reports). The only currently available public summary of the PWG
studies is in the attached presentation. I have some concerns about the PWG reports, notably:
 The lack of accounting for losses on equipment and the assumption that all unaccounted for pyrethroids
were biodegraded in the bench top study.
 The switching of two of six sampling results in the modeling study. (The results were switched because the
modelers did not believe data indicating that the pyrethroids concentration coming out of a treatment
process might exceed the concentration entering that process).
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NEW SCAP MEMBERS
We wish to welcome our newest 2012-13 SCAP members: City of Chula Vista; City of Huntington Beach; Padre Dam
Municipal Water District; Doherty Tech Inc.; Jericho Systems, Inc; and Helio Power, Inc.
Thank you for your support----SCAP
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